## Week 2 Qualifiers

### Raider Rookie
- Abilene 6pack
- AFISM- ALL FAT IS SO MELTED
- Agony of de Feet
- Alternative Flex
- Beast Mode Babes
- Betelgeuse
- Bod Squad
- Bodies In Motion
- Booty Busters
- BootyGain$
- ButtGut Busters
- Captain Krunch & The Cereal Killers
- Cell-u-Lite
- Data Dancers
- Die Lard 2
- Flabulous
- Here N Phit
- Hill Country Hips Ahoy
- ITHC
- Just Keep Running
- Lean Queens
- LeanMeanGarzaMachines
- Lets Get Fiscal
- Mission SlimPossible
- Muffin Warriors
- OGC a/k/a Our Gut Check
- Only Half Crazy-13.1
- O-RHIM-EOS
- Patent Pounders
- Raider Rock Bodies
- Raider Rock-ettes

### Raider Power
- All about that "Base"ment
- **Because of SNAXX in My Bag**
- Belly Bailout
- C.H.I. Women
- Fitness Whole Pizza In My Mouth
- Gym Class Heroes
- Make Our Bodies Great Again!
- Mission Slimpossible
- Nuts and Bolts
- OIA "Others In Awe"
- Rapid Thigh Movement
- SOAR Chicas
- Thighsman Trophy
- Too Legit - Too Fit
- very_creative
- Victorious Secret

### Raider Warrior
- Best of the West
- KALE not YALE FTW!
- Matador Muscle
- Quad Squad
- Tamale Wrestlers & Twizzler Takers
- Team DIE LARD
- **The Real Slim Shady**
- Waist Watchers
- Witness the Fitness

### Raider Rookie cont
- Red Hot Chili Steppers
- Residence Life Cardionators
- Resolosers
- Self-Rescuing Princesses
- Slim It To Win It
- Strong is the New Skinny
- Survival of the Fitness
- Sweat is Just Fat Crying
- The Fitless Five
- The Fitness Challenged
- Top Notch 1
- Top Notch 2
- tween

### Raider Rookie cont
- UnFatUWeighted
- Wishful Shrinking
- wRECK’em